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ABSTRACT 
Let Z s R and D c C, where R and 4: are the fields of real and compiex numbers, 
respectively. Let C” x” be the space of square matrices of order tz over C. A 
matrix-valued function F: Z --) 62” xn is said to be proper on I if F(t) =f(t, A), 
where A E C’lx” and f:ZXD+C is a scalar function, and F is said to be 
semiproper on Z if F(t)F(t) = F(T)F(~) for all t, T E 1. The main results presented 
here are: (1) a characterization together with some potentially useful results for proper 
matrix functions; (2) a characterization f semiproper matrix functions in terms of 
proper ones; (3) a new and syskmatic procedure for decomposing a semiproper 
matrix function into a finite sum of mutually commutative proper ones. Some 
important applications of these new results in control engineering, linear systems 
theory, and the theory of linear differential equations are also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 03 be the field of real numbers, and I be an interval of W. Let C be 
the field of complex numbers, and C m x n be the space of rectangular matrices 
A= [aij], aij E C, i = 1,2 ,..., m, j = 1,2 ,..., n. In this paper we consider 
the family of matrix-valued functions F : I --) C n Xn satisfying 
F(t)F(T) = F(T)F(t) forall t,TEz. (1) 
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The condition (1) is commonly known as jhctimd co7nmutatidy on P. In 
the sequel, a matrix function F: I --) C n,Xn will be called ,Cgmmf?r on I if it 
is functionally commutative on 1. Note that all SC& functions and constant 
matrices are semiproper. Moreover, skuniproper mat& fuswtions can be 
chacterized by scalar functions and mutually commutative constant matri- 
ces as given by the following theorem. 
THEOICEM (Martin [4]). Let F(t) &e baun&d and piecewise continuous 
on I. i%en F is semiproper on I if and only if there exists a set of mutually 
commutative constant matrices ( A, = F(Q)}, k = 1,2,. . . , M, M 6 n2, and a 
set of M bounded and piecewise continuous scalar functions { ak( t )) ,wch 
that 
F(t)= ; a,(t)A,. 
k=l 
C-9 
In the sequel, the decomposition defined by (2) will be referred to as the 
tenzpal dhnnpositkm of a semiproper matrix function. The above theorem 
is an important theoretical result. However, its applicability is hampered by 
the following difficulties: 
(i) It is difficult to find tk so that the set {A, = F(tk)} is linearly 
independent. 
(ii) It is difficult to determine the number M of linearly independent 
matrices A, = F(tk), or to determine when to stop looking for more linearly 
independent A,. 
(iii) It is difficult to find the scalar functions ak(t), i.e., find iv indepen- 
dent equations from (possibly) n2 equations. 
In this paper, we shall give a thorough analysis of semiproper matrix 
functions which will not only reveal the spatial structure of such functions, 
but also lead to a new and systematic procedure for decomposing such 
functions without the aforementioned iffkulties. For this purpose, we shall 
first define and investigate what will be called proper matrix functions, 
namely, those functions F: I + @ ” Xn such that F(t) = At, A), where, briefly, 
AECnX” is a constant matrix called a generating matrix for F( t ) and 
f: I x D -j C is a scalar function called a primitive fin&on for F(t) relative 
to A. It will be shown that the family of proper matrix functions possesses 
many potentially useful properties and, moreover, that every semiproper 
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matrix function can be characterized by a finite sum of proper matrix 
functions with mutually commutative generating matrices: 
F(t)= ~ I= ~A(t**i), (3) 
i-1 i-1 
where A,A, = A,A,, i, j = 11,2 ,..., N. The name “semiproper” for function- 
ally commutative matrix bxtions is therefore just&al. Note that since 
matrix functions of the form a( are special cases of proper matrix 
furmtions, this result, in comjxukn with (2), gives deeper insight into 
semiproper matrix functions. Moreover, in the proof of (3) we shall develop 
the aforementioned new decomposition pmcedure for semiproper matrix 
functions F by successive projections of F onto the subspaces spanned by the 
generating matrices (At}. This new decomposition pmcedure avoids the 
difficulties mentioned above for the temporal decomposition procedure (2) 
and thus is more practical and more informative. In contrast to (2), the new 
decomposition defined by (3) will be called spatial decomposition of 
semiproper matrix functions. In addition to these results, we shall i&o 
characterize proper matrix functions F by a certain block-diagonal form 
which enables one to find a generating matrix A and the associated primitive 
function f for F. Some practical criteria for testing properness of any given 
matrix function F are also obtained. 
The new results obtained here have important applications in control 
engineering, linear systems theory, and the theory of linear differentid 
equations [5]-[ 121. S ome of such applications are briefly discussed in Section 
5 of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce some notation and basic definitions that will 
be used in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A EC”~“. The ordered set of all distinct eigenvalues 
of A is called the spectrum of A, denoted by A,. By a multiset we mean a 
collection of objects that need not be distinct. The ordered multiset of all 
roots of the minimal polynomial #A(X) of A, counting multiplicity, will be 
called the extended spectrum of A, denoted by r,. 
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ELMPLE 1. Suppose that the minimal polynomial of a matrix A of 
order 10 is given by 
=(X-X,)3(h-h,)Z(X-A3)(X-h,), 
k-=1 
where X 1, A 2, A,, A, are distinct complex numbers. We represent I’* with 
the following notations: 
rA = {A,, A,, A,, x,9 A,, A,, LJ 
= (3.Xl,2.X2,1.X3,1~X,). 
The numbers 3,2,1,1 in the second expression are called the repetition 
numbfm of the elements. 
For every matrix A EC”‘“, there is a canonical matrix, known as the 
generalized Vandmnde matrix, associated with its minimal polynomial 
$J~(X)* as defined below. 
DEFINITION 2. Let GA(X) be the minimal polynomial of A E C nXn such 
that 
\t,(X) = (A - x,p(X - X,p ’ * - (A - XJdr, 
where d,+d,Y --- +d,=m=deg\CI,(X). Let 
o(h)=[1 A A2 . . . X”-‘IT, 
and 
d”‘(X) = -&V(X). 
Let WjEC 
p = 0, 1,. . . , 
n’xt’j be the rectangular block matrix with columns @)(A j)/p!, 
d j - 1. Then the generalized Vandmnde matrix associated 
with $A( A) is defined by 
V’[Wl 1 w2 1 -** 1 WJ. 
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An important feature of the generalized Vandermonde matrix V(X) is that 
detV(X) = n (XI-Xi)didl, 
lGi<j<n 
where Xi is the ith root with multiplicity di of the associated polynomial. 
Therefore the generalized Vandermonde matrix V associated with any given 
polynomial is always nonsingular 131. 
The special class of (upper) triangular matrices given by the following 
definition play an important role in the theory of functions of a matrix and 
the theory of commutative matrices. 
DEFINITION 3. 
(a) A matrix A = [Uil] EQ=“~” is called regular upper triangzhr if 
ai+l. j+lzaij for all i,j=1,2 ,..., n-l, and aid=0 for all j<i. Such a 
matrix A will be denoted by 
A=rut[a,,,a,,,...,a,,]. 
The first row vector a,. = [a,,, a,,,. . . , ql,] of A is called the repwntutiue 
vector of A, and its entries ulj are called the representative entries of A. 
(b) A rectangular matrix A E C mx” is called a regular upper triangular 
mutdx if 
(i) for men, A=[O]B], where BEC”~” is a regular upper triangular 
block matrix as defined in (a); 
(ii) for m > n, 
A= f, 
I I 
where BE CnXn is a regular upper triangular block matriz as defined in (a). 
In e&ther case, A -v+4! be assu.med to have the same representative vector and 
representative ntries of B, and A will be denoted by 
where p = min{ m, n}. 
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(c) Let AEQ=“~~ be such that A = diag[ A 1, A,, . . . , A ,I, where A, = 
r”~[ail,Qi2,“‘,Qidi]) Ci=ldi = n. Then A is called a regular upper triangulur 
bbckdiagomt matrix, and the n-vector 
a= [all,a12,...,aik,...,a,~,l, 
K- = 1,2 ,..., di, i = 1,2 ,..., r, 1s called the companion vector of A. 
The following is an important example of regular upper triangular matri- 
ces which will be used in the proofs of subsequent results. 
EXCBX.E 2. Let J = J((d a A) be a Jordan block mat& of order d with 
rJ = (da A). Then for any integer k >, 0, Jk is a regular upper triangular 
matrix even by 
(4) 
where is the binomial coefficient given by 
k! 
3. PROPER MAYRIX FUNCTIONS 
In this section KC! shall define what we call “proper matrix functions” and 
derive some useful new results for such functions. To begin with let K = 
W( 1, C) be any linear space of scalar functions f; I --) C over the field C. We 
shall define F E KnXn to mean F: I + CnXn such that I: = [Al] and Xj E K. 
DEFINITION 4. 
(a) Let D C_ @, and let f, I x D 4 C be a given function such that 
$( -, A) E M for all A. E D. Let A E C n xn with extended spectrum 
(di-Jliji_, = I?,, G D. Then f is said to be defined on F, ti f(-, S’) c K, 
where 
Jc(‘J*) = ( $,hi)), (5) 
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where k,=O,l,..., d,-1 i=1,2 ,..., T, and 
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akf(t, A) 
fikftPXi)= ax& * 
x=x* 
Now let 
g(t, it) = i “&(t)hk-‘, 
k-1 
for some integer p such that f(t, lqA) = g(t, I’,), for all t E Z. Then the matrix 
value of f( t, A) at each t E I is given by 
f(t, A) = 2 “k(t)A&-l. 
k-l 
(b) Let FElenXn be a matrix function defined by F( t ) = f( t, A). The 
function f is called a p&nitiee fin&ion for F, and the matrix .A is called a 
genemting nuz&ix of F with respect to f. We shall also use [ f( a, I’,,)] to 
denote the row vector consisting of the scalar functions in the set f( a, ITA) 
given by (5). 
(c) A matrix function F E !!4 ‘%* is said to be proper if F(t) = f(t, A), 
for some primitive function f and generating matrix A. Otherwise, F is said 
to be improper. 
This definition is a generalization of the classical theory of functions of a 
constant matrix f(A), where the primitive function f are independent of t. 
Therefore, a constant matrix A and the functions fi(A) are also proper. 
The following important and useful lemma (cf. [3]) will be m,eeded in the 
proofs of our main results on proper matrix functions. 
LEMMA 1. LetAECnX” with the extended spectrum I’, = { d i l Xi }I_ 1, 
Cg_Idi = m. Let J be the Jordan canonical matrix associated with I’,, and kt 
f(X) be a given function defined on r,. Then g(X) = CT, rc~,Ak-’ is the 
Lugrange-Sylvester (LS) interpolation polynomial for f(A) on r, if and 0dy 
9 
I q,+2,..*, a,] =a=yv-‘, 
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where V is the generalized Vandermonde matrix associated with I’* und 
Y = [Y1J%,..., y,,] is the companion vector of f(J). 
Proof. By the interpolation conditions g(lJ’) = f(I’,) we have a system 
of m equations in nt unknowns ak given by 
g’“‘(X,) m (Ay f’YU 
(h - l)! = & (h-l)lak= (h-1)1 
for each h=O,l,...,di-l, i=l,2,...,r. Written in matrix form, we have 
.ffV=y, where a=[a,,a, ,..., a*], V is recognized as the generalized 
Vandermonde matrix associated with I’*, and y 5 recognized as the compan- 
ion vector of $(_I). Lemma 1 follows immediately from the fact that V is 
never singular. 
Our first theorem establishes some useful properties of proper matrix 
functions. 
THEOREM 1. LetFEKnXn be proper and F(t) = f(t, A). Let $*(A) be 
the minimal polytwmial of A with degJ/,(X) = m, and I’*== { di.h,}5_1 be 
the extended spectrum of A. Then: 
(a) There exists a unique polynomial representation f degree m - 1 jbr F 
such that F(t) = Xr_&t)A’-‘, where the scakrr fincti4ms ak E K 
can be found jkm the equation a(t) = y(t)V”, where a(t) = 
i+(t),%(t),..*, u,(t)], V is the generalized Var&rmun& matrix associated 
with rA, and u(t) = [yI(t), Qt),***, y,(t)] = [At, &)I in thf3 companion 
vector of G(t) = L-‘F(t)L, where L E Cnxn is a modal matrix of A. 
(b) Let {Zik)$Ab, is1 be the set of components’ of A. Then F has a 
component expansion on I: 
r 4-f (kl 
F(t)‘= C C ~(t,:\i)Zik. 
i-l k-0 
(c) For any scabr jbction Q E cd, K = aF is proper and E(t) = hjt,, A), 
where hit, X) = a( t )f(t, X), for all t E I. 
‘The components Zik xsed here differ from those defined in Gantmacher [2, Vol. I, p. 1041 
by a constant coefficient l/k!. 
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(d) kMl,Fz~lK”X” 
+ Fz, P = FI. Fz 
be proper and 4(t) = $(t, A), i = 1,2. Then H = FI 
(where the “a” denotes pointwisc multiplication) are 
proper, and H(t) = h(t, A), P(t) = p(t, A), where h(t, X] = fi(t, A)+ 
&(t, V, ~0, V = fi(t, Wf& JO, fbr au t E 1. 
(e) Zf F is dffjkrentiable on I and P( t ) = @(t ), then P is pmper and 
P(t) = p(t, A), where p(t, X) = af(t, A)/&. If F is Riemunn (or Lebesgue) 
integrable on I and P(t) = jlF(r)dr, then P is proper and P(t) = p(t, A), 
where p(t, X) = jtf(r, X)dT. 
(f) Foranyscakzrfinctionh:6:+6: suchthatthesethof(.,r,)cO(, 
tJtemrrtTixG=h(F)isp~~clndG(t)=g(t,A),w~~g(t,X)-h(f(t,X)). 
(g) Let 4(r) and A, be the spectra of F(t) and A, respectiuely. Then 
A F(Z) = A,,, A) = ff t, 4). 
Proof. (a): L& g(t, A) )?a the LS interpolation polynonnal for f(t, A) on 
I’, at each t E 1. Then 
F(t) =g(t, A) = 2 &)A&-r, 
k-1 
where m = deg #A(X). The uniqueness of this (m - 1)thdegree polynomial 
representation for F(t) follows from the uniqueness of the LS interpolation 
polynomial. By Lemma 1, the coefficients ak(t) satisfy the equation a( t ) = 
y( t )V- ‘. Note that the vector function a(t) is obtained from y(t) by a 
constant linear transformation, and y(t) is obtained from F(t) by a constant 
similarity transformation, so (rk(t) and &(t), k = 1,2 I... $ m, are linear cc&II- 
binations (over C) of the entries &(t ) in F(t), i, j = 1,2,. . . , n. Therefore 
(Yk,y,$K for all k=1,2 ,... $rn. 
(b): Since ffk)(t, A,) is defined for every t E I, (b) follows immediately 
from a classical result on functions of 8 matrix (see, for instance, [2, Vol. I, 
p. 1041. 
(c): Clearly, h(t, X) = a(t)f(t, A) is defined on I?_,,. Let g(t, X) be the LS 
interpolation polynomial for f(t, A). Then cu(t )g(t, X) is the LS interpolation 
polynomial for h( t, X). Consequently, H(t) = ar(t )F( t ) = h(t, A) is proper. 
(d): The proof is similar to that of (c). 
(e)= Using the linear&-- of the derivative and integral opelmtions, (e) 
follows easily from (a). 
(6): By assumption G(t) = h(F(t)) = h(At, A)) = g(t, A) and g(t, X) is 
defined on rA, so G is proper. 
(g): Recall that A, denotes the set of all distinct eigenvalue x(t) of F(t). 
From the proof of (a), F(t) is similar to a triangular matrix whose distinct 
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diagonal elements are the members of f(t, AA), so we have AF = AAt,*) = 
f& 41). 
The next theorem characterizes the family of all proper matrix functions 
F. Its constructive proof also provides a way of finding a primitive function 
and the corresponding generating matrix for proper matrix functions F. 
THEOREM 2. A matrix jhctim F E 06”“’ is proper on I if m only “f 
there exists a nonsingul~r matrix L E C n Xn such that for all t E I, 
G(t) = L-‘F(t)L=diag[G,(t),G,(t),...,G,(t)], 
where G;(t) = rut[yil(t), yis(t),* a*, Yid,<t)]. Yif E IIQ, j = L2,***,di, i = 
1,2 r. ,***, 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the S_tiowing lemma, whose praof 
is a well-known result. 
LEMMA 2 [2, Vol. I, p. 981. Let A, B E CnXn such that B = L-‘AL for 
some nonsingular L E <I n “a 1-f ( X) is a given firaction defined on rkl then 
f( 4 j is a!so defined on I’B and f(B) - L-‘f(A)!,. 
Proof of T3Eecrm 2, Suppose that F E II6 r’ Xn is pi.oper with a generating 
matrix A. Let I’,, q*(X) be, respectively, the extended spectrum and the 
minimal polynomial of degree m for A. Then by Theorem l(a), 
F(t) =f(t, A) = g ak(t)Ak-I. 
k=l 
Let L be a modal matrix of A and J be the corresponding Jordan canonical 
spectral matrix. Then for all t E .I we have 
L-‘F(t)L=G(t) = i q(t).P-1. 
k=l 
By (4) G( t ) is a regular upper triangular blockdiagonal matrix. 
Ccnversely, suppose that there exists a constant nonsingular matrix L 
such that for all t E I, 
G(t) = L-‘F(t)L = &ag[G,(t),G,(t),...,G,.(t)], 
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where G&t) = rut[Cjr(t), lig(t),.. . , Yid,(t,Jj, i = l,%... , r. Let v(t) be the 
companion vector of G(t): 
= [Yl(f),Uz(t),...,Y”(t)l. 
Arbitrarily choose 1’ distinct numbers Xi, and let I’= {di.X,}f,, be an 
ordered multiset and 
where &(di * hi) is the Jordan bloclc of order d, associated with Xi. Since the 
generalized Vandermonde matrix V associated with I’ is never singular, we 
maydefinef:IxI’-,C by 
f(t, A) = i cY&)Xk-‘, 
k=l 
where Qk( t ), k = 1,2,. . . , n, are given by 
a(t) = [1Y1(t),az(t)....,LY,(t)] =y(t)V-‘. 
Note that each Yi(t ) is merely a linear combination (over C) of some of the 
elements Jj(t) of E(t), and ek(t) is a linear combination (over C) of yj(t), 
i = 1,2,..., n; thus (Y& E 06. It follows that f(-, I) c W. Then by Lemmas I 
and 2, for every t E I, G(t ) = fit, J) and 
r;(f)= LG(t)L-‘=Lf(t,J)L-‘=f(t.A), 
where A = LjL- ‘. Therefore F is proper. 
The next example utilizes the constructive proof for the sufficiency of 
Theorem 2 as a means of obtaining a primitive function and its associated 
generating matrix for proper matrix functions. 
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&,~PUE 3. Consider the reder upper triangular blockdiagonal matrix 
G(t) given by 
et sint 0 0 
G(t)= ; e’ ’ ’ , 
H--l 
teoa. 
0 et cos t 
0 0 0 e” 
By Theorem 2, G( t ) is proper. Now we construct a primitive function f( t, A) 
for G and find the corresponding generating matrix A. According to 
the proof of Theorem 2, arbitrarily choose A, = 1 and X, = - 1. Set I? = 
{l,l, - 1, - IL}, and 
Then the Vandermonde matrix V and its inverse V-’ for J are given by 
Now define 
4 
f(t, h) = c cQ(t)Ak-l, 
k=! 
and iet r( t ) be the companion vector of G(t): 
y(t) = [Yl(t),Y~Ct)~Y3(t),Y4(t)l 
= [e’,sint,e’,cost]. 
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Then 
= f[4e’- sint+cQst, -sint- cQst,sint -cQst,sint +cost]. 
This gives the desired scalar function 
-(sint+cost)A+(4&-sint+cost)]. (7: 
It is readily verified that G(t) = fit, J) for ah t E IIP, i.e., G is pmper in R 
with a primitive function f given by (7) and a generating matrix .I given by 
(6). Given any mattix function F E K nXn such that F(t) = LG(t)L” for 
some nonsingular matrix L E C n ‘“, we have F(t) = f(t, A), where A = 
UL-‘; thus F is also proper. 
4. SPATIAL DECOMPOSITION OF SEMIPROPER 
MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we first relate proper matrix functions to semiproper ones. 
Then we express emiproper matrix functions in terms of proper ones and 
develop what we calI “spatial decomposition.” For convenience, we adopt 
the notation [ X,Y] = 0 to mean XY = YX, where [a, l ] is caRed the cummuta- 
tar product and is defined by [X, Y ] = XY - YX. 
THEOREM 3. Every PTO~H matrix fin&on F E II6 ” Xn is semiproper on 1. 
Theorem 3 is a direct consequence of Theorem l(a), so we omit the proof. 
Instead, we give the following example to show that the converse of Thew c’t o 
3 does not hold in general. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let F e K 3xa be given by 
iil F(t) - -  t O ,  0 t 
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tER .  
It is readily verified that F is semiproper in R. Write 
[!°!1 [!°°!] I! F( t )  = t + t ~ + 1- 0 0 
= tA~ + tgA2 + 1 .A a. 
lO 1 0 
0 0 
Since {A, a }iffi x is linearly independent, it spans a 3-dimensional subspace W 
in the space C 3X3. NOW we show that there is no matrix A ~ W such that 
{ Ak }~ffio spans X~/. For any A ~ W, A can be written as 
A_- 
Ot 3 
a 1 0 . 
0 a 1 
Let 
L = 
1 1 
~3 ~3 
Then 
I , -  IAL = 
1 0 
Ct I 0 . 
0 a t 
Therefore, every A ~ W is derogatory. Consequently, for any A ~ W, (A k }~=o 
is linearly dependent and cannot span ~/. But W is the smallest subspaee in 
C a xa that contains F. Hence, there is no constant matrix A ~ C axa such 
that F(t) can be written as a polynomial in A of degree g. Consequently. F 
is improper. 
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Although Theorem 2 gives a characterization of the family of proper 
matrix functions, it is not very practical. On the other hand, semipropemess 
is much easier to verify and, in light of Theorem 3, is a necessary condition 
for properness. Therefore, the following more useful criteria are developed for 
testing properness of a matrix function F. 
THEOREM 4. Let F E K ” ‘” be semiproper on 1. Then F is proper if F 
satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(a) F(t,) is nonderogatory for some to E I; 
(b) F(t) is simple for every t EI; 
(c) F(t) isnormuZforeuerytH; 
(d) F(t) isofordern<2. 
The following lemmas are well-known results and are needed in the proof 
of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 3 [2, Vol. I, p. 2231. Let AeCnXn. Then every X EC“‘” 
satisfying [A, X] = 0 is a fin&on of A -i.e., X = f(A) for some function 
f defined on I’*- if and only if A is nonderogatory. 
LEMMA 4 [2, Vol. I, p. 2241. If A, E Cnxn, k = 1,2 ,..., zrre simple and 
[ Ai> Al] = 0 fbr all i, j, then A, is simultaneously diugonalizable, i.e., there 
~tsanonsingzllarma~~LE4=nXnsuchthrrtL-’A,L=B, forallk. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that F E iI6 ” ‘” is semiproper on 1. 
(a): Let to E P such that F( to) is nonderogatory, and let A = F(t,). Since 
F is semiproper on I, [A, F(t)] t= 0 for every t E 1. By Lemma 3, F(t) = 
f( t, A). Clearly f( t, r,) is defined for all t E I; &us F is proper. 
(b): Suppose that F(t) is simple for every t E I. Let tk E I, k = 1,2,. . . , M, 
such that { A, = F( tk)} is the set of all linearly i&pendent matrices among 
F(t) on 1. Clearly M < n2 and [Ai, Aj] = 0 for all i, j < M. Thus by Lemma 
4, there exists a nonsingular L E C nxn such that L-‘A,L = D, for all k < M, 
where D, is diagonal. Since for every E E I, F(t) = Z~_,a,(t)A, for some 
scalar functions a,(t ), we have 
L-‘F(t)L = ; OL&)L-~A~L = ; a,(t)& = G(t), 
k=l k=l 
where G( t ) is a diagonal matrix. Note that G(t) is a special form of regular 
upper triangular block-diagonal matrix. By Theorem 2, F is proper. 
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(c): Note that normal matrices are simple, so (c) follows from (b). 
(d); The case for order n = 1 is trivial. Now we show that a matrix 
function of order 2 is either nonderogatory at some t E I or simple for all 
t E I. Suppose that F(t) is derogatory for all t E I. Then there exists a 
nonsingular matrix P(t) such that for every t E I, 
a(t) 0 
P-‘(t)F(t)P(t) = 0 
[ I a(t) = a(t 
This implies F(t) = P(t)a(t)ZP”(t) = a(t)Z, that is, F(t) is simple for all 
t E I. It follows from (b) that F is proper. 
Note that the criteria given in Theorem 4 are sufficiency conditions. The 
following example shows the limitation of Theorem 4. 
EXAMPLE 5. In this example we show that there exists a proper matrix 
function F E K nx n of order n > 2 such that F(t) is neither nonderogatory 
nor simple for any t E 1. Consider the semiproper matrix function F given by 
F(t) = tElR. 
Clearly, F( t ) is neither nonderogatory nor simple for any t E R. Let A = F(0) 
and At, A) = X + t; then IA = {O,O,O}, and f is defined on IA for all t E Ilk 
Since F( t ) = f( t, A), F is proper. 
Although an improper matrix function cannot be written as a fin&on of 
one constant matrix, a semiproper one can be written as a finction of a 
finite number of pairwise commutative constant matrices, as given by the 
following result. 
THEQREM 5. Let F E II6 nxn. Then F is semiproper on 1 if and only if F 
can be decomposed into 
F(t)= t F,(t)= $ $(t,Ai), 
i=l i=l 
where IAi, Ail = 0, i, j < N. 
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We shall prove Theorem 5 by successive projections of F(t) onto the 
subspaces spanned by the generating matrices {A: ). Let A E C nXn with 
minimal polynomial #Jo and deg #*(A) = tn. Then a matrix X E CnXn is a 
solution to the commutator equation [A, X] = 0 if and only if X co~utes 
with A. All such solutions X span a linear space QA’ In particular, the set 
{A&}, k=1,2,..., spans a subspace PA of Cl,+ and by the well-known 
Hamilton-Cayley theorem, dim FD, = m 6 n and { A’}r:i is a basis for PA. In 
particular, PA = QA if and only if A is nonderogatory. We cau now establish 
the following two lemmas, which are fundamental in the proof of Theorem 5. 
L~IUIUA~. J&AEC”~“. Then~eIxyXEQ,, thereexcst&~po- 
sitions X=X,+X, and CPA= P_@WA such that X, E P, X, E WA, and 
[X, X,1 = [X, X,1 = [X,, X,] = 0 
Pmofi Let AEC”~” with deg I)~@) = m. Let 
be a spectral matrix of A, and L be the corresponding modal matrix. We 
may assume that A is derogatory, for otherwise Sp, = QA’ Without loss of 
generality, we may also assume that Je = diag[J,, &, . . . , J,] is the Jo&n 
w~onical form associated with where 9 < h, and XT_& = m. Now 
suppose that X E QA, and let Y = L’lXL. Ry a classical result (see [2, Vol. I, 
p* 221]9, y = [yiJ] is a block matrix with he regular upper triangular blocks 
YiI, i, j=I,2 ,..., h. Let Y, = diag[Y,,, Yee,. . . , Y,,]. Since Jo is a nonderoga- 
tory block matrix, Ye E P,O. It then follows from Lemma 3 that Ye = g(J’c,) for 
some polynomial g(A). Now let Yr = g(J), Ye = Y - Y,. Clearly Yr E 0’). Let 
Q, = P,$ W,, N= dimQ,, and B = { B,}f_,, be a basis for Q, such that 
B,=]k-1 for k=l,2,,,.,, % Then there exist scalars ok such that _Ys= 
Cf_iakBk+ Notice that the 9 leading diagonal blocks in Ys are null blocks, so 
a,=OfOr k=l,2,.,., m. Therefore, Ys E W,. Since Y, is a polynomial in I, 
Y, E Q, implies that Ys E Q,. Finally, let X, = tYIL”l, X, = LY&“, and 
Q A z- lP# WA; it follows that X, E PA, X, E eA, and X, E Qx,. Conse- 
quently, [X, X,] = [X, X,] = [X,, X,] = 0. 6t 
LEMMA& I&tFEKnXn E7es~~~et~IandA=F(t,)#OOssome 
to E 1. Then F = Fl + F,, such that: (i) Fl( t ) E PA for all t E I, (ii) Fs(t ) E 
for all t E I, and (iii) [F,(t), F&T~] =0 &r all t, I E I and i, j = 0,1,2, 
w?zere F, = F. 
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Z?mo$ Suppose that F E K nxn is semiproper on 1. Let ta E I such that 
A=F(t,)#O.SinceF(t)EQ,foraUtEZ,byLemmaSwehaveF(t)= 
Fr( t ) + F,( t ), where F,(t) E PA, F,( t ) E VU” Thus (i) and (ii) hold. Noticing 
that Fr( t ) is a polynomial in A = F( to), (iii) can be easily verified. 
REMAFIKS. In essence, Lemma 5 decomposes a matrix X E QA be projec- 
tion of X onto the subspace IPA spanned by { Ak }. Lemma 6 uses this scheme 
to decompose a semiproper matrix function F into a proper Fr and an 
improper (in fact, semiproper) Fs. Then the proof of Theorem 5 is basically 
by successive applications of Lemma 6. 
Proof of Theoren. 5. Notice that, by Theorem l(a), every proper matrix 
function can be written into a polynomial in its generating matrix. The 
sufficiency of Theorem 5 can then be proved by straightforward computa- 
tions. 
;qow for the converse, sqzpose that F(t) is semiproper on 1. We may 
assume that F( t ) is improper. Now decompose F( t ) with the following 
procedure: 
(i) Let k = 1 and H,(t) = F(b). 
(ii) Arbitrarily pi& a t, E 1 such that A, = i-Zk( tk) # 0. 
(iii) Since Z-Zk(t) E Q& t E 1, we can follow the procedures outlined in 
the proof of Lemma 6 to decompose Hk(t ) = Z&(t) + H&t), and let Iik(t ) 
= H&(t), ZZk+ i(t) = H&t). Then it follows from Lemma 6 that Fk(t) is 
proper with generating matrix A,, and ZZk+r(t) is semiproper. 
(iv) If Z&+r(t) is proper with a generating matrix Ak+r = Z-Zk+r(tk+r) # 0 
for some t k+ i E I, then the procedure terminates ~5th N = k + 1 and FN(t) 
= Hk+ i(t). Otherwise, increment k by 1 and return to step (ii). 
Now we need to verify that the generating matrices A, are mutuahy 
commutative and the procedure must terminate at k = N for some finite 
number AT For the former, it suffices to show that for each k, [A,, AJ = 0, 
p = 1,2,..., k. To see this, we first show, by induction on k, that for all t E I., 
Clearly this is true for k = 1. Now for arbitrary k, assume it is true for k - 1. 
From step (iii) of the above procedure, Hk(t) = Hk_ r(t) - Fk_ r(t), and 
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Fk_ i( t ) can be written as a polynomial in Ak_ II = H,_ I( tk_ ,). Consequently, 
for every t E I, 
k-l 
Fk-l(t)E n QA,, 
p=l 
and SO iS Z&(t). &O, Since by (ii) &.( t ) iS SemiprOper, &( t ) E QAp for 
every t E 1. Therefore, (8) is proven. Now note that in particular, 
A, = &( tk) E h ‘&p; 
p-l 
hence [Ak,Ap] =0, p= 1,2 ,.,., k. Now by construction, A, 4 00, for all 
k>p,thus{A,}, k=r,2 ,..., is a lissarly independent set. By (g), Ak E QA, 
for all k. But Qs*, is of finite dimension, so the procedure must terminate. 
The decomposition procedure developed in the proof of Theorem 5 is 
obtained by successive projections of Hk( t) onto the subspaces PA, sparned 
by {At}; therefore it will be called spatial decomposition of semiproper 
matrix functions. The next example illustrates the application of this new 
decomposition procedure. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider 
[ 
t 1 t2 
F(t)= o t o 
00 t I , t 20. 
It has been shawn in Example 4 that F is semiproper and improper. 
Following the proof of Theorem 5, F can be decomposed as F = F, + F?, 
where 
t 16 
F,@)-f&4,)= 0 t 0 , 
[ 1 t2.0, G 0 t 
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with fr(t, A) = t + X and A, = F(0); and 
0 0 t2 
4(t)=.&(t,A,)= [ o o o , t 2 0, 
0 0 0 
1 
with f2(t, X) = t2A and A, = P;‘z(l) = F(1) - F‘,(l). so F,(t)+ Fz(t) = t*z + 
A, + t2*A2. 
REMANCS. Now we can compare our spatial de: imposition procedure 
with the temporal decomposition [4] for the same matrix of Example 6. 
According to (2), one needs to find tk k = 1,2,. . . , iV, for some N such that t, 1 t; 
F(t)= ; ak(t)Ak= ; ak(t) [ 0 tk 0 , t 20, 
k-l k-l 
0 0 t, 
1 
where {A, = F(t,)}f_1 is a maximal Iinearly independent set. The difficul- 
ties of this decomposition procedure are: (i) How to find tk so that the set 
{Ak=F(tk)} ’ ii IS nearly independent? (ii) How to determine the number N 
of independent matrices A, = F(tk), or when to stop looking for more 
Iinearly independent A,? (iii) How to find the scalar functions a&t), i.e., 
find N independent equations from (possibly) n2 equations? As one can see, 
even for a matrix function as simple as this example, none of the above 
problems is an easy matter. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
The results obtained in this paper have been successfully applied to 
time-varying linear dynamical systems modeled by systems of homogeneous 
Iinear differential equations of the form 
i = A( t )x, 4tcl) =%I tat(-). (10) 
The system (10) is called proper or semiproper if A( t ) is, correspondingly, a 
proper or semiproper matrix firmction. Using Theorem 1 and 2, a finite-form 
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analytical solution for the state-transition matrix of, and a necessary and 
sufficient stability criterion for, proper time-varying linear systems (10) has 
been obtained [S, 61. Based on that result, a new entity called the co-&en- 
u&e of a proper matrix function A(t) has been established [S]. Together 
with the (time-varying) eigenvalues of A(t), the notion of co-eigenvalues has 
been used to construct finite-form solutions and to derive a necessary and 
sufficient stability criterion for proper timevarying linear systems in much 
the same way as for tim&nvariant linear systems (10) where A(t) = A [S]. It 
has been used in [8] to demonstrate why the well-known necessary and 
sufficient stability criterion for time-invariant linear systems based on the 
eigenvalues of A fails to be either necessary or sufficient for time-varying 
linear systems. 
Using the spatial decomposition of semiproper matrix functions developed 
in Theorem 5 and the analytical solution and stability results for proper 
time-varying linear systems obtained in [6, 83, a finite-form solution for the 
state-transition matrix and a necessary and sufficient stability criterion have 
also been obtained in [6, 71 for semiproper time-varying linear systems. 
By means of a recently developed mathematical tool called DsimiEQrity 
trunsjhrmutions [g-11], the analytical solution techniques and stability crite- 
ria for proper and semiproper time-varying linear systems (10) can be further 
extended to the general class of time-varying linear systems [lo, 121. 
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